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25 
HO’OKIPA BEACH PARK - OUR HERITAGE

Ho’okipa Beach Park, on Maui’s North Shore is the birthplace of the

Simmer Style Dream- the best gear, the best conditions, and a ‘go for it!’ attitude. 

25 years later, the dream is alive and well, and biggerthan ever. Simmer Style 

has grown in to an international organization of stoked windsurfers who share the 

original Simmer Dream.

Welcome to Simmer Style Sailmaking 2006. Within these pages you will find our latest 

collection of sail designs built to take your windsurfing to the next level. 

No expense has been spared in materials, workmanship or product testing. 

These are absolutely the finest windsurfing sails available anywhere.

Malte and Klaus Simmer set the standard 25 years ago, and set it high.

It is a standard we at Simmer Style take seriously and work to hard to raise. 

Whether your home spot is Ho’okipa, the Atlantic Islands, or somewhere in between, 

let our experience go to work for you. Simmer Style Sailmaking has got you covered.

1981-2006
...we were full of ourselves and windsurfing, the cutting edge of a windsurfing 

boom that exploded around the globe throughout the eighties and early nineties... 

- we were the luckiest twenty-somethings on the planet leading the charge in  

the coolest water sport around - FIguring out and building the stuff to go out  

in the biggest surf ever (way before those stinking noisy jet skis...) - turning 

windsurfing into the hottest thing going(remember, this is before mountain biking 

or snowboarding) - it was pretty heaDy stuff... we were the vanguards of a new 

era as one surf editor put it... what a ride...

Klaus Simmer

YEARS
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X FLEX 2006
BUILT TO LAST SIDESHORE WAVE
Building on the highly acclaimed 05 model, the 2006 version continues the tradition of offering a full x-ply, side-shore surf sail with a 
smooth feel and top performance that any wave sailor can appreciate. New attention has been given to features such as: Lightness, 
Pumpability, Focused Power Point and Quickly Neutral. X-ply body panel materials have been refined to include UV resistant and
reflective opaque and metallic films that will extend the life of your sail.

CONSTRUCTION: All X-ply, pvc window, Kevlar perimeter construction.  

HANDLING ’06: Compared to the ’05 design the ’06 sail power point has become more focused. In-line with the power point, the sail 
has great acceleration and pump-ability. When necessary, sheeting angle adjustments will neutralize the sail. This is the funda-
mental handling characteristic for a serious surf sail, and it has been improved for 2006. A sail that is too powerful all the time will 
drag you past the smooth breaking section of the wave. The ’06 sail allows for tight, in the pocket surf turns, but still has the power 
to slingshot you out of a critical situation if need be. The ’06 sails have lighter handling characteristic overall compared to ’05. 2006 
shape plan promotes a comfortable upright stance and excellent high wind control in all sizes. 

NEW FEATURES FOR 2006: High strength, light weight stainless steel O-ring outhaul attachment. 
Custom molded Kevlar tack fairing pad Roller pulley downhaul attachment 
Boom height markings Full webbing protected adjustable head cap.  
Kevlar Reef Guard to protect upper sleeve from reef damage.

STANDARD FEATURES: Kevlar Stretch Control Tendon System for unsurpassed foil stability. 
Rounded head outlines for smooth airflow release. Distinctive “Step Leech” promotes  
progressive twist and eliminates leech flutter. Combination horizontal and vertical shaping provides 
powerful yet flexible foil sections. 2-ply Dacron luff panels for maximum durability and a soft feel. 
Multi- Ply Dacron head sections for soft easy rolling and durability. Radial head, clew and tack 
patches increasing overall strength of the sail. Dacron head, tack and clew patches for super strength. 
Abrasion resistant tack area construction. Colored and reflective X-ply films for UV resistance.  
Custom designed batten tapering for perfect batten flex.  
Narrow batten pockets for batten stabilization Integrated mast pad to protect you and your board.  
Kevlar weave sleeve reinforcements at all high abrasion points. 
Spectra batten tensioner loops for lifetime durability. Square cut Kevlar batten stoppers for  
positive batten tensioning. Easy to adjust Standard or Phillips head compatible batten screw 
tensioners. High quality vented, zipper closure sail bags.

X-FLEX colorways: Red, Black/Silver, Orange, Grey/Silver

SIZE  LUFF  BOOM MAST 
3.0  327  134  370/17
3.3  349  138  370/17 
3.7  371  144  370/17
4.0  383  149  370/17 
4.2  390  151  370/17 
4.5  406  156  400/19 
4.7  412  160  400/19 
5.0  427  164  400/19 
5.3  436  167  430/21 
5.6  450  173  430/21 
6.1  460  186  430/21
RECOMMENDED MAST: SC-RDM or SC-6

Keith Teboul who’s been riding the X FLEX 

the last couple of years said this about 

the 06’ version: 

“-This sail is yet another proof of the fact 

that we never stop pushing things forward 

here at Simmer Sails, the focus on features 

such as: lightness, pumpability, focused 

power point and quickly neutral has taken 

this sail, as well as my personal sailing to 

yet another level.”
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SIZE  LUFF  BOOM MAST 
3.0  327  134  370/17
3.3  349  138  370/17 
3.7  371  144  370/17
4.0  383  149  370/17 
4.2  390  151  370/17 
4.5  406  156  400/19 
4.7  412  160  400/19 
5.0  427  164  400/19 
5.3  436  167  430/21 
5.6  450  173  430/21 
6.1  460  186  430/21
RECOMMENDED MAST: SC-RDM or SC-6

VISION 2006
DIRECT FEEL SIDESHORE WAVE
The 2006 version of this model reinvents itself as a lightweight, yet durable performance surf sail with a direct feel, suited for side-
shore conditions. Light handling characteristics and new features such as: Lightness, Pumpability, Focused Power Point and Quickly 
Neutral makes this sail a perfect choice for any wave sailor looking for performance, durability and a direct responding sail. X-ply 
body panel materials have been refined to include UV resistant and reflective opaque and metallic films that will extend the life of 
your sail. 

CONSTRUCTION: 7 mil mono film body with x-ply and Kevlar perimeter paneling.

HANDLING ’06: Compared to the ’05 design the ’06 sail power point has become more focused. In-line with the power point, the sail 
has great acceleration and pump-ability. When necessary, sheeting angle adjustments will neutralize the sail. This is the funda-
mental handling characteristic for a serious surf sail, and it has been improved for 2006. A sail that is too powerful all the time will 
drag you past the smooth breaking section of the wave. The ’06 sail allows for tight, in the pocket surf turns, but still has the power 
to slingshot you out of a critical situation if need be. The ’06 sails have lighter handling characteristic overall compared to ’05. 2006 
shape plan promotes a comfortable upright stance and excellent high wind control in all sizes.

NEW FEATURES FOR 2006: High strength, light weight stainless steel O-ring outhaul attachment. Custom molded Kevlar tack fairing 
pad Roller pulley downhaul attachment Boom height markings Full webbing protected adjustable head cap. Kevlar Reef Guard to 
protect upper sleeve from reef damage.

Kai Katchadourian has been on Simmer for 

17 years riding the ancestor of the VISION 

for almost 2 decades and this is how he 

feels about the 06 version of his long 

time sidekick: “- Every year I tend to say: 

Can it possibly get any better than this? 

This year is no exception and I’m sure I’ll 

be just as surprised next year when I 

realize that we’ve reached yet another 

level of sail design. I’m just really happy 

to be part of this.

STANDARD FEATURES: Kevlar Stretch Control Tendon System for unsurpassed foil stability. 
Rounded head outlines for smooth airflow release. Distinctive “Step Leech” promotes  
progressive twist and eliminates leech flutter. Combination horizontal and vertical shaping provides  
powerful yet flexible foil sections. 2-ply Dacron luff panels for maximum durability and a soft feel.  
Multi- Ply Dacron head sections for soft easy rolling and durability. Radial head, clew and tack patches  
increasing overall strength of the sail. Dacron head, tack and clew patches for super strength.  
Abrasion resistant tack area construction. Colored and reflective X-ply films for UV resistance.  
Custom designed batten tapering for perfect batten flex.  
Narrow batten pockets for batten stabilization Integrated mast pad to protect you and your board.  
Kevlar weave sleeve reinforcements at all high abrasion points. 
Spectra batten tensioner loops for lifetime durability. Square cut Kevlar batten stoppers for  
positive batten tensioning. Easy to adjust Standard or Phillips head compatible batten screw 
tensioners. High quality vented, zipper closure sail bags.

VISION colorways: Red, Black/Silver, Orange, Grey/Silver
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SIZE  LUFF  BOOM  MAST 

3.4  368  133  370/17 

3.8  382  144  370/17 

4.1  396  151  370/17

4.4  409  155  400/19 

4.7  421  160  400/19

5.0  429  167  400/19

5.4  442  173  430/21 Fixed head

5.8  460  179  430/21 Fixed head
RECOMMENDED MAST: SC-RDM or SC-6

STANDARD FEATURES: Kevlar Stretch Control Tendon System for unsurpassed foil stability. 
Rounded head outlines for smooth airflow release. Distinctive “Step Leech” promotes progressive 
twist and eliminates leech flutter. Combination horizontal and vertical shaping provides powerful yet 
flexible foil sections. 2-ply Dacron luff panels for maximum durability and a soft feel. 
Multi- Ply Dacron head sections for soft easy rolling and durability. Radial head, clew and tack 
patches increasing overall strength of the sail. Dacron head, tack and clew patches for super 
strength. Abrasion resistant tack area construction. Colored and reflective X-ply films for UV 
resistance. Custom designed batten tapering for perfect batten flex. Narrow batten pockets for 
batten stabilization. Integrated mast pad to protect you and your board. Kevlar weave sleeve rein-
forcements at all high abrasion points. Spectra batten tensioner loops for lifetime durability Square 
cut Kevlar batten stoppers for positive batten tensioning. Easy to adjust Standard or Phillips head 
compatible batten screw tensioners. High quality vented, zipper closure sail bags.

ICON colorways: Red, Black/Silver, Orange, Grey/Silver

Victor Fernandez has been a Simmer rider 

for 5 years now and after riding the ICON 

he says: -“I’ve been traveling the world 

competing in the PWA for some years now 

and at times I’ve come across spots with 

really unpredictable conditions, this sail 

has the best of both worlds and will take 

on any spot, any conditions at any time 

and not let you down”. 

ICON 2006 – WORLD WIDE WAVE 
Since the team constantly travels the world, and experience so many diverse conditions, they 
felt there was a gap to be filled between the pure wave sails (X Flex and VISION) and the more 
onshore power oriented CROSSOVER. So we decided to design a sail that could fill that gap. ICON 
is a full x-ply wave sail that will work and last in any wave spot in the world, in any conditions. 
ICON is an “in between” when it comes to categorizing sails as onshore or side-shore. The bigger 
sizes feature a shorter boom and longer mast than the CROSSOVER while the smaller sizes has 
been given a slightly longer boom and shorter mast in comparison to the CROSSOVER to make 
it a full on all-terrain, hardcore, wave- sail. X-ply body panel materials have been refined to in-
clude UV resistant and reflective opaque and metallic films that will extend the life of your sail.

CONSTRUCTION: Full X-ply sail body construction with x-ply and Kevlar perimeter paneling.

HANDLING ‘06: The best of both worlds when it comes to handling, light feel with quick re-
sponse and excellent high wind control in all sizes.

NEW! FEATURES FOR 2006: Custom molded Kevlar tack fairing pad Roller pulley downhaul at-
tachment Full webbing protected adjustable head cap

PHOTO: MAGNUS PETERSON. RIDER: VICTOR FERNANDEZ



CROSSOVER 2006 - ONSHORE WAVE POWERHOUSE
The CROSSOVER model has been a worldwide success and test winner for many years. For 2006, we’ve focused on details and  
refinements to make this legendary sail perform even better. While setting the design goals for 2006, the main focus and attention
has been given to smoothing out Power, lightening the feel for more Control, and increased Stability to improve range. Also, special
attention has been given to components and details. The new ’06 version of the highly praised CROSSOVER is yet another step 
towards power wave perfection. Compared to ’05 designs, the 4.2 and smaller sizes have been given a longer boom for increased 
stability, and the 5.0 has been designed to fit a 400 mast rather than 430 to give that size a lighter feel. Body panel materials have been 
refined to include UV resistant opaque and metallic X-ply films that will extend the life of your sail.

CONSTRUCTION: 7 mil mono film body with x-ply and Kevlar perimeter paneling.

HANDLING ’06: Similar to the 05’s but with a slightly lighter feel combined with excellent high wind control in all sizes.

NEW FEATURES FOR 2006: High strength, Custom molded Kevlar tack fairing pad. Roller pulley downhaul attachment.  
Boom height markings. Full webbing protected adjustable head cap.

SIZE   LUFF   BOOM  MAST 

3.7 377 144  370/17 

4.0 388 148  370/17 

4.2 395 152  400/19 

4.5 405 157  400/19 

4.7 413 162  400/19 

5.0 424 169  400/19 

5.3 431 174  430/21 

5.7 443 183  430/21 

6.2 457 193  430/21 Fixed head 

6.7 466 198  460/25 Fixed head

7.2 480 203  460/25 Fixed head
RECOMMENDED MAST: SC-6 or SC-RDM

STANDARD FEATURES: Kevlar Stretch Control Tendon System for unsurpassed foil stability. Rounded 
head outlines for smooth airflow release. Distinctive “Step Leech” promotes progressive twist and 
eliminates leech flutter. Combination horizontal and vertical shaping provides powerful yet flexible foil 
sections.  2-ply Dacron luff panels for maximum durability and a soft feel. Multi- Ply Dacron head 
sections for soft easy rolling and durability. Radial head, clew and tack patches increasing overall 
strength of the sail. Dacron head, tack and clew patches for super strength. Abrasion resistant tack 
area construction. Colored and reflective X-ply films for UV resistance. Custom designed batten tapering 
for perfect batten flex. Narrow batten pockets for batten stabilization. Integrated mast pad to protect 
you and your board. Kevlar weave sleeve reinforcements at all high abrasion points. Spectra batten 
tensioner loops for lifetime durability. Square cut Kevlar batten stoppers for positive batten tensioning. 
Easy to adjust Standard or Phillips head compatible batten screw tensioners. High quality vented, zipper 
closure sail bags.

CROSSOVER colorways: Red, Black/Silver, Orange, Grey/Silver

When asked about the 06 CROSSOVER,  

test-rider Cyril “Mouss” Moussilmani replies: 

“-I mean, the changes made are minor but  

they really make a difference, you could  

say that the sail has that little extra  

favor that we all look for.
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XD 
THE ALL-NEW FREESTYLE EXPERIENCE
XD is your extra dimension. This brand new freestyle sail is constructed according to champion Simmer Style team rider Matteo 
Guazoni’s exact wishes. No compromises have been made when it comes to performance, materials or craftsmanship of the XD. If 
you are ready for modern freestyle tricks beyond all limits, let the XD take you there. X-ply body panel materials have been refined 
to include UV resistant and reflective opaque and metallic films that will extend the life of your sail.

THE PRODUCT: An uncompromised top of the line competition oriented freestyle sail, built to perform and last.

FEATURES: In comparance to our previous freestyle sail the XDs larger bodypart consists mainly of x-ply making the sail a lot 
stronger and durable.- The XD has a longer luff than our previous freestyle sail and a boom as short as our wavesails.  
This combination gives the XD a smooth, easy feel along with superior manouverability and control. - The XD has a smaller head 
area than our previous freestyle sail to reduce top pressure and direct the draft to the lower part of the sail generating more control 
and manouverability. 

SIZE  LUFF  BOOM  MAST

5.1  427  163  400

5.4  440  169  430

5.7  448  176  430

6.0  462  180  430 

6.4  474  186  460

6.8  491  188  460
RECOMMENDED MAST: SC-6 or SC-RDM

When asked about the sail Matteo says: 

”-This is a dream come true. To be able to  

work with the designers at Simmer Sails  

and come up with a sail that has all the  

features I could ever ask for is just amazing. 

The XD is something else believe me”.
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